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ABSTRACT

Strengthening of concrete structures have become inevitable due to unavoidable factors such as fatigue and aggressive
environmental conditions causing deterioration of concrete structures. Many researchers have turned in the direction of
using various high strength and high performance concretes due to their high structural and durability properties, for the
purpose of repair and strengthening of concrete structures against these aggressive conditions. As a result, this study
carryout experimental, numerical and analytical investigation to study the behaviour of plain concrete (PC) beams
strengthened with High Performance Fibre Reinforced Concrete (HPFRC) layer using three different jacketing
configurations and tested in flexure. Results show significant improvement in both stiffness and load bearing capacity of
plain concrete beams.
Keywords: High performance fibre reinforced concrete (HPRC), Plain concrete, Strengthening configuration, Finite
element model, Analytical model
1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete structures are subjected to various types of
stresses and moments in the form of flexure, shear or
torsion. These stresses and moments in addition to
material defects, human errors and environmental
conditions cause degradation of concrete structures.
When concrete structures are damaged, they can either
be demolished and reconstructed or repaired and
strengthened provided after strengthening, the structure
will be able to perform optimally under service. Because
of the shortcomings of conventional concrete members
especially in highly loaded conditions and susceptibility
to corrosion, a lot of researches have been carried on
ways to strengthen the conventional concrete members.
Various methods have been developed to increase their
strength capacity by using Carbon Fibre Reinforced
Polymer (CFRP) and steel plate. However, strengthening
using FRP or steel plates does not come cheap because of
the high cost of material and application and the fact that
FRP does not prevent corrosion in a structural member.
Attention is now being given on using high strength
concretes in strengthening conventional concrete
members. Experimental study on composite beams
having a layer of ultra-high performance fibre reinforced
concrete (UHPFRC) in tension and either normal
strength or high strength concrete (NSC or HSC) in
compression was carried out. The results demonstrated
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improvement in both flexural and shear capacity of the
composite systems [1]. The possibility of using UHPFRC
to strengthen existing reinforced concrete (RC)
structures was investigated by conducting experimental
sand analytical study on 12 full-sized RC beams with the
UHPFRC layer in tension. The results show significant
increases in ultimate load and stiffness of the beams [2].
Experimentally and numerically investigation on the
behaviour of full-scale RC beam strengthened with a
jacket of Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC) having a
tensile hardening behaviour shows significant
enhancement in capacity both at ultimate and
serviceability limit states [3]. The flexural behaviour of
RC beams damaged up to 80 and 90% of the failure
capacity of the beams and repaired with overlay of
UHPFRC was investigated [4]. The results indicated that
adding UHPFRC overlay on the tension face of damaged
RC beam increases both load capacity and ductility.
Experimental and numerical study on the use of UHPFRC
to strengthen RC beam at different locations shows
promising improvement in capacity [5]. Damaged RC
beams repaired with a fibre reinforced concrete known
as CARDIFRC using various strengthening configurations,
shows that the beams could be successfully strengthened
by using this material and strengthening technique [6]. A
series of experimental studies conducted on composite
beams in which RC beams were strengthened with thick
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element of steel reinforced UHPFRC (R-UHPFRC) as
additional tensile reinforcement. Results show
significant improvement in the failure load of the beams
by 2.0 to 2.8 times higher than the control beams [7].
Investigation on the suitability of UHPFRC to strengthen
RC beams under torsion was conducted using
experimental and numerical methods. Results of
strengthening RC beams with UHPFRC in all four sides
enhance the torsional behaviour and increase the
capacity of the beams more than using two or three sides
only [8].
2. NEED FOR RESEARCH
The review of existing literatures carried out showed
that all the studies were conducted on strengthening
reinforced concrete beams. No studies are found
investigating the behaviour of plain concrete beams,
which if found suitable can be extended for use in
corrosion prone environments and for repairing of
corrosion deteriorated RC members. In this study, an
experimental, numerical and analytical investigations
were conducted to study the flexural behaviour of plain
concrete (PC) beams strengthened with (HPFRC) layer
using three different jacketing configurations.
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
Various experimental studies consisting of material
strength and flexural strength test were carried out.
Material strength test conducted include the uniaxial
stress-strain test in tension and in compression for both
concrete and HPFRC samples. The results of the material
strength test were utilized to develop the finite element
models of the beam specimens as well as their analytical
models. The strengthened beam specimens as well as the
control were tested in flexure under a four point loading
arrangement.
3.1 Specimen Preparation and Material Properties
A total of four plain concrete beams were prepared. The
beams are of 1400mm in length 140mm wide and
230mm in depth. The average 28-days cylinder
compressive strength of the normal concrete and HPFRC
are
respectively and an
average
split
tensile
strength
of
respectively. Both
tests were carried out on
concrete
cylinders in accordance with ASTM C39/C39M-16 and
ASTM C496/C496M-11, respectively.
Type I Portland cement, micro-silica, dune sand, steel
fibres, water and superplasticizer were used to prepare
the HPFRC used in this study. The steel fibres used have a
tensile strength of 2500 MPa. Uniaxial stress strain
results of HPFRC in compression is obtained in
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accordance with ASTM C469 using HPFRC cylinders,
while the uniaxial stress-strain results in tension were
obtained by carrying out uniaxial direct tensile strength
test on UHPFRC dog-bone specimens.
3.2 Strengthening schemes
The concrete beam specimens were strengthened using
three different strengthening configurations as shown in
Table 1:

Table 1: Strengthening configurations
Strengthening
Configuration (Jacket
Thickness = 30mm)

Specimen Identification

3.3 Specimen Preparation
The surfaces of the beams were sandblasted to an
average depth of 2mm after 28 days. The beams were
strengthened in the laboratory by casting 30mm thick
fresh HPFRC layer around the sandblasted surfaces of the
beams specimens and then moist cured after 24hrs for
28 days inside curing tanks.
3.4 Flexural Strength Test
The flexural strength test set-up is shown in Figure 1.
The beams were tested under a four point loading
arrangement. Instruments including linear variable
transducer (LVDT’s) and various strain gauges were
used to measure displacements and deformation of the
beams specimens respectively.
4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
failed in a very brittle manner with the
development of a single flexural crack at the mid-span
which goes directly throughout the entire beam as
shown in Figure 2(a).
’s failure was also
brittle with the development of a single flexural crack at
a distance 220mm to the left of beam mid-span.
However, cracking load was much higher than in the case
of
as shown in Figure 2(b). Similarly, for
a single crack was developed at mid-span
similar to
which later deviates into a
branching crack around mid-depth of the beam specimen
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indicating a more ductile behaviour as shown in Figure
2(c). In the case of
failure is less brittle than
the previous mentioned specimens with the
development of two flexural cracks at about 120mm to
the left of the beam mid span (similar to
) as
shown in Figure 2(d). Properties of the tested beams is
as shown in Table 2. It was observed that this
strengthening technique increases the cracking load of
the beams specimen and decreases brittleness of the
beam.
Load-deflection behaviour shown in Figure 3 shows that,
shows a very brittle collapse once the

elastic range of the beam is exceeded (at a very small
deflection < 1mm) which splits the beam into two
halves.
shows similar brittle behaviour but
with a more elastic response by reaching a higher load
capacity and mid-span deflection compared to
as shown in Figure 3. Despite showing
similar brittle failure,
and
however
shows considerable amount of softening, and undergoes
higher amount of deflection without breakage of the
specimens. Properties of tested beams are shown in
Table 3.

Figure 1: Beam Set-up for flexural strength test

Figure 2: Crack patterns of specimens ( )
( )
( )
Table 2: Cracking properties beam specimens
Specimen

Cracking
Load (KN)
16
30
42
38
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Failure Crack type
Flexure
Flexure
Branching flexure
Branching flexure

Crack width at
Failure Load (mm)
Broken
2.0
4.0
1.5

( )

Crack Width on
unloading (mm)
Broken
0.8
2.5
1.0
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Figure 3: Load-deflection behaviour of tested beams
Table 3: Load-deflection properties of tested beams
Specimen

Displacement at
Peak Load (KN)

Residual
Displacement (mm)

Peak Load (KN)

Moment Capacity
Enhancement (%)

0.57
1.11
0.96
1.27

Broken
2.34
5.07
4.68

17.4
30.1
42
44

73
142
153

5. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
The behaviour of the beams specimens under flexure
were simulated and modelled using the FEA package
ABAQUS for better understanding of the behaviour of
such beams. An in-built model in ABAQUS known as the
Concrete Damage Plasticity model developed by [9]
extended by [10] is used to model both concrete and
HPFRC materials. This model utilizes the material test
results (compressive and tensile behaviours test)
obtained by experiment which was fed into it as input
data.
Similarly, ABAQUS built-in elements were used to
simulate the various components of the beam specimens.
These includes a 3-D stress 8-nodded linear brick
element [11] used to model both concrete and HPFRC
components as shown in Figure 4 and a 3-D 2-nodded
truss element used to model the reinforcing bars and
stirrups. A perfect bond is assumed to exist between the
concrete and the HPFRC jacketing as such the interface
between the two materials was modelled using the “Tie
constraint” property [ ]
The load-displacement results of the finite element
model were plotted and compared with that of the
experiment for each specimen as shown in Figure 5(a-d).
Comparison of experimental and finite element model
(FEM) load deflection behaviour shows that the FEM
captures both load increase and stiffness of
and
with high precision as shown
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in Figure 5 (a) and (b), respectively. In the case of
and
it was observed that the FEM
was able to predict the elastic or linear behaviour of the
beams with good accuracy, however the FEM was not
able to accurately capture the softening behaviour after
cracking of the beams as shown in Figure 5 (c) and (d),
respectively. This is because plain concrete beams are
more sensitive to steel fibre orientation and
concentration across crack propagation paths since they
lack steel reinforcing bars. However, this effect is less
taken into account by the FEM as it works based on
stress-strain results of small HPFRC specimens whose
steel fibre orientation and concentration might be
different from that of the beam specimens.
5. ANALYTICAL MODELLING
The beam specimens were also analysed using an
analytical model by utilizing the internal stress-strain
distribution of their cross section. The model was
developed to predict the ultimate or moment capacity of
the beams based on material test results as input data
and some certain assumption made based on the beams
bending theory. Material laws for each material in both
tension and compression were developed resembling the
material test behaviours. These material laws were used
to define the stress strain distribution on the model as
shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 4: Meshed beam specimen showing concrete and HPFRC elements
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Figure 5: Load-deflection behaviour (a)
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5.1 Abbreviations

(

)

Figure 6: Material laws (a) UHPFRC tensile behaviour (b) concrete tensile behaviour

Figure 7: Analytical model definition
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The following assumptions were made in addition to the
assumptions of bending theory of beams,
1) Beam specimens show monolithic behaviour, that is
perfect bond exist between concrete and HPFRC
2) Material behaviours are dictated by the material
laws
3) Linear strain distribution exist through the beam
cross section
4) Tensile strength of concrete is not considered
5) Deformations are small.
6) Shear deformations are neglected
For a given tensile strain at the bottom of the beam
as
shown in Figure 7, the remaining strain, stress are
deduced from the uniaxial tensile strength test curves.
While others are computed in terms of the neutral axis
position x as given in equations (1) – (5).
Using Similar triangles
(

( )

)
(

)

(

)
(
(

(

)
(

)
( )
The predicted flexural moment capacity is computed by
taking moment of forces about the neutral axis location
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The procedure for computing the predicted moment
capacities of the beams is as shown in Figure 8.
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)
)
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∑
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Internal forces are expressed as the product of stress
and the cross-sectional area covered by the stresses as
shown in equations (6) – (14)
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The forces given in equations (6) – (14) are simplified
and expressed in terms of the neutral axis depth x. The
value of x at failure is obtained by iteration until
equilibrium of forces is attained

Figure 8: Analytical model flow chart
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Results of moment capacities predicted using the
analytical model of the beam specimens were presented
and compared with the experimental test result in Table
4. The results show good agreement.

Table 4: Analytical model results of tested beam
specimens
Specimen
1

4.9

5.2

0.942

8.6

8.9

0.966

12.0

9.8

1.224

12.6

13.6

0.924

6. CONCLUSIONS
From the study conducted, the following conclusions are
drawn
1) Strengthening with HPFRC increases the cracking
load, load carrying capacity and stiffness of plain
concrete beams.
2) Beams strengthened at the bottom sides show brittle
failure similar to that of the control as such this
strengthening pattern is not recommended.
3) Beams strengthened at the longitudinal sides and at
the three sides shows more ductile behaviour as the
steel fibres in the sides’ jacket increases the beams
resistance to crack propagation giving the beams a
more softening behaviour after reaching the ultimate
load.
4) The strengthened beams show monolithic behaviour
that is no debonding was observed.
5) The finite element was able to capture the behaviour
of the strengthened beams with reasonable accuracy.
6) The analytical model is also able to predict the
moment capacity of the strengthened beams
specimens.
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